Introduction
The characteristics of the rolling process are non-linear, large-delay, strong coupling and parameter variation. Since state parameters of the control system are constant change, the traditional control model cannot well adapted due to its shortcomings. Taking into account of the learning neural network, many studies showed that predictive control effect using traditional BP algorithm or LM algorithm, which use neural networks to create rolling force model and use on-site measured data for training and learning, is remarkable. Since neural network training time is usually too long, and the sample data contains noise, there are problems of training times too much or the network scale too large and other issues, so it tends to make the network to remember unnecessary details when neural network training. If the noise included in the training process of network data are recorded, the new data may result in incorrect output, that is to say the traditional neural network algorithm does not have good generalization function, and there is a few problems such as the difficulty to control complexity degree of the model and the difficulty to overcome over-fitting data and so on. According to the project specific issues, comparing with the BP algorithm, LM algorithm and Bayesian algorithm [1] , this paper proposes an improved Bias method of neural network prediction for the rolling force of the hot rolling mill, so as to obtain the better mathematical model.
The principle of Bayesian regularization neural network
The method of Bayesian regularization mainly through modifying the training performance functions of neural network to improve their marketing capabilities. Input variables are two categories in actual system, one can be observed, and the other is also uncontrollable and unobserved. But the two variables have an impact on the output system. Let X be an observable variable, X=[x1, x2…xn]. Then the following relationship between the system output d and the input x:
2nd International Conference on Electronics, Network and Computer Engineering (ICENCE 2016) Where f represents the effect of the unobservable inputs to the outputs in the system; represents the random variable with a distribution. The training performance function of neural network is generally using the mean square error function. Assuming the error function E0 is:
Where N represents the number of samples, K represents the output number of neural network, ' nk y represents the expected output, nk y represents the actual output of network. Although the function that make the above-mentioned objective function reach to minimize has infinite, the neural network has local minimum. Aiming at the above-mentioned problems, it can be solved by regularization theory which adds a constraint term to obtain stable and useful solutions. In general, if F(x) is smooth, it will have the interpolation ability. When the network weight is small, the network output is smoother. So using smoothness constraint as a constraint term, it can effectively reduce the network weight. Then the objective function is:
Where JW represents squares of the network weights, JD represents the response the residual squares sum of the response and the target value, α and β represent hyper-parameters which control other parameters (such as weights and thresholds) forms of distribution. If α＜＜β, the aim of the training algorithm is to make training error of the network as small as possible; if α＞＞β, then the purpose of the training algorithm is to minimize valid network parameters ,so that it be able to compensate for the larger networks errors and make the network produce a smoother response.
Improved Bayesian regularization neural network algorithm
Bayesian neural networks put the probability distribution of weight value (threshold value) in the whole space as the starting point, considers the parameter as a random variable, considers the objective function as the likelihood function of training data, and the right decay term corresponds to the priori probability distribution of the network parameters, and integration the prior probability distribution assumption of the parameters, and the parameters of the posterior distribution can be constantly adjusted after the observing data are given . The prediction results of Bayesian neural network are based on an average of the posterior distribution of the parameters, a single model is mapped to a point in parameter space, and all models are mapped to the entire parameter space, in order to guarantee strong generalization ability of the network in theory [2] . Assuming the network structure H is given (primarily the number of hidden layer neurons) and the network model ( , , ) di f xi W H = is given. In the absence of the sample data, the prior distribution of the weights (threshold) is ( | , )
According to the Bayesian rule [3] is
Where p(D|w,β,H) represents the likelihood function, p(D|α,β,H) represents normalization factor, w represents the weight value (threshold) vector. The knowledge on the weights distribution is little when there is no data; therefore the prior distribution is a very wide distribution. It can be converted to a compact posterior distribution when the data are obtained; the weight value only in a very small range will produce consistent with the performance of the network map [4] .
Prior probability
In the absence of the prior knowledge of weights, p(w|α, H) follows the Gauss distribution that the mean is 0 and the variance is 1/α[5]:
Thus, the value of the normalization factor ZW(α) is
Approximate probability
Assuming the noise smoothing function with a Gauss distribution that the mean is 0 and the variance is 1/β produces the desired output d, for a given input x, the observed probability of the output d:
If each sample independently selected data, Where N is the input vector dimension.
Optimized and solved
The Prior Probability function and approximate probability function into equation (8), we can obtain:
where
If the sample data reaches a certain number, the posterior distribution tends to Gaussian distribution. If the posterior distribution curve simultaneously satisfies the sufficiently narrow and the sharply enough peak, you can further simplify the problem, namely using the Taylor expansion obtain ( , ) M z α β . Assume that MP w is the weight value (threshold value) to which B is the minimum value corresponding. The Taylor expansion of ( ) M w in the vicinity of MP w is 1 ( ) 
Determination of hyper-parameters α andβ
Hyper-parameters α and β can be obtained by calculating the posterior distribution: Since i λ and β are proportional, therefore
Respectively make the partial derivative of A and B in the formula (20) equal to 0, you can get:
Therefore, the maximum prominence of MP α and MP β can be obtained:
Where γ represents the number of parameters works in reducing the network performance index function,
In summary, the Bayesian neural network is an iterative process, each iteration involves three inferences: the first layer inference is to maximize ( | , , ) P w H α β under the conditions of hyper-parameters; the second layer inference is to optimize hyper-parameters , α β , and to infer the most possible hyper parameters; the third layer inference is the significant degree of calculation model, and select the best model. Fig.1 shows Bayesian neural network training flow chart.
Simulation
In the theoretical analysis, the paper made a series of simulation experiments based on the measured data of a 1580 hot strip mill production line which consists of slab yard, furnace, roughing mill group, finishing mill, coiling machines and other equipment. The strip design thickness of 1580 hot-rolling mill is 1.2mm ~ 12.7mm and width is 700mm ~ 1750mm. The main varieties include low-carbon steel, silicon steel, carbon-structural steel, micro-alloy steel, low-alloy steel. The steel strength class are σb≤65kg/mm2, σs≤50kg/mm2. The seven rack four-roll mill of 1580 finishing mill was arranged in tandem, the seven mills referred to as F1 ~ F7, the distance between each rack is 5800mm. four roller pairs (PC) mill, roll crossing with unilateral transmission form. Four roller pair-cross (PC) mill is used by F2 ~ F7, the form of unilateral cross-use drive is adopted by roll. F1 has the negative roll bending, F2 ~ F7 has the positive bending [6] .
To calculate the rolling speed and rolling time frame: According to the rule of volume flow rate, taking into account the distance of the roughing mill exports to the finishing mill entrance is 18m, and the distance between each rack is 5.8m, The two frame transmission time of the rolled piece in each can be calculated, and the total rolling time also can be obtained. The results are shown in Table1. The pre-set roll gap values of each frame are shown in Table 2 .
We can know that there are many factors affecting the rolling pressure changes by the mechanism analysis of the rolling process and prior experience, such as the entrance thickness of rolled plate, exit thickness, reduction rate, rolling temperature, rolling speed, roll diameter, chemical composition content and so on. According to the scene measured data, the determine parameters of each layer is as follows:
The input layer: the C content , the Si content, the Mn content, the Cu content, the entry thickness (H), outlet thickness (h1), rolling width (B), the rolling temperature (T), the rolling time (t1), reduction ratio (e1). The output layer: the rolling force (P). The number of neurons in the input layer is 10, the number of neurons in the output layer is 1.
The comparing the results show that L-M algorithm need to calculate the Jacobin matrix and the Hessian matrix, and larger storage space. When the number of parameters is very large, L-M algorithm may not be practical. In addition, the approximation precision of neural network trained by train function for learning samples is very high, it is easy to realize "over-match" for the sample data points. But for non-learning samples (such as validation learning-effect sample), the approximation error will appear a singular phenomenon that decreased and then risen along with the increases in the number of neural network training, which cannot guarantee the generalization ability of the network. However, trainer adds the weights of the network to the performance function, select the optimum weights and thresholds groups so can reduce the weight range in order to make the network output smoother, ease the lack of generalization capability, and ensure that the Bayesian training network is stability and robustness.
Conclusions
Based on the background of a 1580mm hot strip mill production line, This paper describes the structure and function of modern hot rolling control system, put forward the multi-level control strategy and research on the finishing mill model based on LEVEL 2. Considering the network stability using the BP algorithm is poor and the generalization ability is low, Bayesian neural networks is introduced into the constraint in the traditional neural function according to the complexity of the actual production site. Combined with the non-linear characteristics of the variables, higher precision neural network prediction model has been obtained based on the measured data. At last, Study and the experimental result found that the prediction accuracy of the optimized model has been significantly improved, and the stability of its network, the training speed and the generalization capabilities are superior to the traditional network neural network.
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